Lithium perturbation and \textit{goosecoid} expression identify a dorsal specification pathway in the pregastrula zebrafish
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SUMMARY

The zebrafish dorsoventral axis can first be distinguished at gastrulation, upon formation of the embryonic shield, the site of the organizer. We have asked whether the shield is specified before gastrulation. First, we show that brief exposure of premidblastula embryos to lithium, which is known to shut down the phosphoinositol signaling pathway, produces excessive shield formation and extreme hyper-dorsal development. Second, we show that the zebrafish \textit{goosecoid} homeobox gene is activated at or just after the midblastula in a localized domain of cells that subsequently populate the most anterior region of the incipient shield and axial hypoblast. \textit{Goosecoid} expression is elevated and radialized by early lithium treatment, suggesting that \textit{goosecoid} plays a role in establishing the organizer and shield. Our results demonstrate that the zebrafish dorsal axis is signaled by a pathway initiated in the cleavage-stage embryo. Furthermore, they provide novel insights into anterior morphogenesis.
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INTRODUCTION

A fundamental process of animal development is dorsoventral specification. To understand this process, it is important to determine when the positional cues that signal dorsal first appear and function, and to determine their molecular identity (Davidson, 1990). In \textit{Drosophila} development, these cues are established during oogenesis and dorsoventral polarity can be distinguished in the unfertilized egg (reviewed in St. Johnston and Nüsslein-Volhard, 1992). Dorsal specification also occurs quite early during the development of certain vertebrates. For example, amphibian dorsal (or embryonic) axis determination is initiated before the first cleavage, via the cortical rotation. In contrast, many vertebrate embryos do not appear to undergo cortical rotation, and specializations that morphologically mark the embryonic axis do not appear until gastrulation; thus, it is unclear when dorsal is first specified in these embryos. For example, the embryonic axis of the teleost embryo can be distinguished only at gastrulation, upon formation of the embryonic shield, which first identifies the dorsal side of the embryo. Shield formation generates an asymmetric gastrula from a morphologically symmetric blastula and a critical question of teleost axis formation is when do the cues that underlie the shield first arise and function.

Vertebrate axis specification is best understood in amphibians (reviewed in Gerhart et al., 1989). Fertilization, which can occur anywhere within the animal hemisphere, triggers the cortical rotation, which introduces a novel asymmetry into the one-cell embryo, the vegetal dorsalizing (or Nieuwkoop) center. The region above this center, the grey crescent, corresponds to where the dorsal blastopore lip forms at gastrulation, and thus, the future position of the dorsal axis can be visualized in the one-cell embryo. Dorsal specification is a sequential process: the Nieuwkoop center induces overlying cells to develop as dorsal mesoderm, and these cells, in turn, populate the Spemann organizer. The organizer directly signals the production of the axis, which consists of both organizer and non-organizer cells.

Treatments that perturb axis specification in \textit{Xenopus laevis} have demonstrated the importance of the cortical rotation and downstream signaling events. For example, UV irradiation of just-fertilized eggs, which blocks rotation, yields ventroposteriorized embryos (Scharf and Gerhart, 1983; Elinson and Rowning, 1988); conversely, exposure of cleavage-stage embryos to lithium ion yields radially symmetric dorsoanteriorized embryos (Bäckström, 1954; Kao and Elinson, 1986, 1988; Cooke and Smith, 1988). Significantly, lithium perturbs dorsal specification only when treatment occurs before the midblastula transition (Yamaguchi and Shinagawa, 1989); after this stage anterior defects are produced. These results are best understood in the context of the phosphoinositol (PI) signal transduction pathway (Busa and Gimlich, 1989; Maslanski et al., 1992;
reviewed in Berridge et al., 1989), as lithium inhibits inositol phosphatases to shut down the PI cycle. Thus, cortical rotation might produce the local inhibition of a signaling pathway that subsequently affects the local activation of organizer genes at the midblasta. Lithium, by globally inhibiting cell signaling, results in ectopic organizer gene expression, and thus, doraanteriorized development.

The identification of molecular asymmetries in the Xenopus blastula has begun to elucidate the molecular nature of the frog organizer. For example, the goosecoid (Blumberg et al., 1991; Cho et al., 1991), XLMI (Taira et al., 1992), XFKHI (Dirksen and Jamrich, 1992) and noggin (Smith and Harland, 1992) genes are activated at, or shortly after, the midblasta. This structure and are locally expressed in dorsal blastopore lip cells. Significantly, lithium increases and radializes both goosecoid and noggin expression.

No symmetry breaking event equivalent to the cortical rotation, or region analogous to the grey crescent, can be distinguished in teleost development, which is best characterized for the zebrafish, Brachydanio rerio (Westerfield, 1989; Warga and Kimmel, 1990; Kimmel et al., 1990). While the zebrafish oocyte, like that of the frog, has an animal-vegetal axis, fertilization only occurs at the animal pole (Hart and Donavon, 1983). Following fertilization, non-yolk cytoplasm in the egg streams radially upward to segregate the blastodisc from the yolk cell. The blastodisc then undergoes several synchronous cleavages to produce, by the midblasta, a radially symmetric blastoderm atop the yolk cell. This stage is marked by the onset of zygotic transcription, asynchronous cell divisions and extensive cell rearrangements. Three cell movements, epiboly, involution and convergence-extension, reshape the radially symmetric midblasta into the bilaterally symmetric gastrula. In epiboly, the blastoderm thins and spreads radially downward to cover the yolk. The margin at which the migrating cells meet the yolk corresponds to the future blastopore, which will close near the vegetal pole. Gastrulation begins at 50% epiboly, when deep cells at the margin begin to involute underneath the blastoderm and migrate toward the animal pole. A thickened annulus, the germ ring, forms at this margin, and folds the blastoderm into the non-involuted epiblast and the involuted hypoblast, which give rise to the ectoderm, and the mesoderm and endoderm, respectively. Involution is initially symmetric, with no morphological sign of dorsal; however, soon after it begins, both epiblast and hypoblast cells converge toward one side of the embryo to produce a localized thickening of the germ ring in a 30° arc. This structure, which breaks the radial symmetry of the embryo, is the embryonic shield and marks dorsal. As gastrulation proceeds, the leading edge of the shield moves toward the animal pole, and the shield narrows and lengthens as converging cells intercalate, to produce the axis.

The embryonic shield is analogous to the amphibian dorsal blastopore lip, as the early shield can organize the formation of a complete secondary axis, consisting of both host and graft-derived cells, in a recipient embryo (Luther, 1935; Oppenheimer, 1936b, 1955; Eakin, 1939). Shield transplantation into an amphibian recipient also gives secondary axis formation (Oppenheimer, 1936c), suggesting that the amphibian and teleost organizers function via related molecules. While it is clear that the cues that underlie the frog organizer are generated at fertilization, it is unknown when the shield cues first appear and function. The fish blastula might truly be symmetric with the asymmetry that underlies axis formation first generated only at gastrulation; alternatively, an unidentified molecular asymmetry might be established in the cleavage-stage embryo and lead to the shield via a pathway of inductive interactions.

To distinguish between these models, we have asked whether dorsal axis specification can be experimentally perturbed, and whether a molecular asymmetry that predicts the position of the shield can be identified, in the pregastrula zebrafish. We show that brief lithium exposure of cleavage-stage embryos perturbs a pathway that underlies shield and dorsal axis formation: lithium produces embryos that exhibit radialized shields and hyper-dorsal development. Significantly, these effects are limited to exposure before the midblasta and later exposure produces anterior defects. We also present the molecular characterization of the zebrafish goosecoid homebox gene and show that this gene is zygotically expressed at or just after the midblasta in a spatially localized domain of cells that give rise to the most anterior portion of the nascent shield and anterior axial hypoblast. Significantly, goosecoid expression is increased and radialized by early lithium treatment. Our results with lithium and goosecoid demonstrate that the zebrafish embryonic axis is specified by a pathway that functions in the cleavage-stage embryo.

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

**Embryos**

Embryos from spawnings of zebrafish (Ekkwill Tropical Fish Breeders, Gibsonton, FL) were maintained at 28.5°C in ER water (60 mg per liter of Instant Ocean aquarium salt), and staged according to Kimmel (Westerfield, 1989; Warga and Kimmel, 1990), with developmental stages expressed as hours post-fertilization (h). For lithium treatment, embryos were exposed to 0.3 M LiCl in ER for 10 minutes and then washed with ER. These conditions were established using a range of LiCl concentrations and times of exposures. Also, identical results were obtained with chorionated and dechorionated embryos, so chorionated animals were used in all subsequent experiments. Embryos were anesthetized with tricaine (Westerfield, 1989) and photographed using an Olympus SZH stereomicroscope, or a Zeiss Axiphot microscope under DIC optics. For histochemical use, both dechorionated embryos and ovaries were fixed for 2 hours in MEMFA (0.1 M MOPS, pH 7.4, 2 mM EGTA, 1 mM MgSO₄ and 3.7% formaldehyde) and stored in methanol at −20°C.

**Cloning and characterization of zebrafish goosecoid cDNAs**

The Xenopus goosecoidA cDNA coding sequence (Blumberg et al., 1991) was used to probe a gastrula-stage zebrafish λZapII cDNA library. Nylon filters were hybridized for 16 hours at 30°C in 6.25× SSC, 50% formamide, 25 mM Na₂PO₄, 1× Denhardt’s, 250 µg/ml Torula RNA, 5% SDS and 5 mM EDTA, and washed for 2 hours in 2× SSC, 1% SDS at 37°C. 29 positives were obtained in 6×10⁵ plaques. Eight independent clones were found to carry either a 1.3 kilobase (kb) insert (three clones; representative clone pZG10.3), or a 1.2 kb insert (five clones; representative clone pZG1.1). The complete DNA sequences of both clones...
were determined using a transposon-mutagenesis/PCR sequencing procedure (Stachel and Dew-Jager, unpublished; GenBank/EMBL accession numbers L03394 and L03395, respectively). The last 801 residues encoding the C-terminal 136 residues of the zebrafish goosecoid protein and 3′ noncoding region are identical between these two clones, while the N-terminal and 5′ noncoding sequences are unrelated. The pZG10.3 insert, which encodes a longer predicted protein, was used in all subsequent experiments.

**RNA isolation and analysis**

Total RNA was isolated from zebrafish embryos using a modified SDS/phenol protocol (R. Harland, personal communication). Staged embryos were frozen in liquid nitrogen and homogenized in a Dounce tissue grinder in 0.2 M LiCl, 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 10 mM EDTA and 1% SDS (1 ml per 100 embryos). The homogenate was added to an equal volume of water-saturated phenol and incubated at 65°C for 10 minutes. The aqueous phase was reextracted with phenol and twice extracted with chloroform/isooamyl-alcohol (24/1). Total RNA was precipitated by the addition of a one-quarter volume of 10 M LiCl at −20°C for 60 minutes and collected by centrifugation. The pellet was washed with 80% ethanol, dried, resuspended in DEPC-treated water and stored at −80°C. Embryos less than 10 h yielded about 300 ng/embryo of total RNA, while older embryos gave larger yields. For northern blot analysis, equal amounts of total RNA (assessed by A260 measurements and visualization of rRNA bands) were fractionated on a formaldehyde-agarose gel, transferred to a nylon membrane, and probed with the pZG10.3 cDNA insert.

**Whole-mount immunohistochemistry and in situ hybridization**

*Xenopus* whole-mount immunohistochemistry (Patel et al., 1989; Hemmati-Brivanlou and Harland, 1989) and in situ hybridization (Harland, 1991) protocols were adapted to zebrafish embryos. Zebrafish embryos are fragile and both procedures were carried out using ‘baskets’ (made by cutting off the top and bottom of a depression plate, incubated in 0.5 ml of the diaminobenzadine substrate, and cleared in BBA and examined under bright-field illumination and DIC).

**RESULTS**

**Lithium perturbs two distinct developmental pathways in the zebrafish embryo**

Brief exposure of cleavage-stage embryos to 0.3 M LiCl produces two defect classes, called bustled and radialized. Fig. 1 shows examples of these defects at 26 h. Considerable organogenesis has already occurred in control embryos (Fig. 1A): somitogenesis is complete, the initial circulation is evident and major elements of the central nervous system (CNS) have formed. Fig. 1B shows a bustled embryo. These embryos have a single axis whose posterior region is expanded in relative size and twisted into a bustle-like structure above the plane of the yolk. Cells observed throughout the length of the bustle have the vacuolated morphology and ‘stack of pennies’ arrangement of notochord cells. Bustled embryos often exhibit relatively normal dorsoanterior structures, including the eyes and ventricles of the CNS. In contrast, radialized embryos show no distinguishable unitary axis or differentiated anterior structures (Fig. 1C,D). They instead manifest several distinct regions of notochord-like cells that are separated by lobes of yolk and that often terminate in a mass of cellular material at either the animal or vegetal pole.

The bustled and radialized defects indicate that LiCl can severely perturb pattern formation. This effect is quite specific as embryos similarly exposed to other cations develop normally. Furthermore, essentially all embryos exposed to...
lithium during early cleavage, which we call ‘lithiumized’ embryos, develop the bustled or radialized defects. These defects appear to belong to a single continuum and all the animals develop the radialized phenotype with longer times of exposure. More than 90% of these embryos can survive through early gastrulation, when they are still largely indistinguishable from the controls; however, with the onset of involution they become progressively misshapen, and many die during early somitogenesis (12 h), when they are often seen to burst within their chorions, and less than 50% survive to 24 h.

With later exposure, the embryos have a much higher survival rate and exhibit a third defect class, in which anterior development, and in particular eye development, is perturbed. These embryos, which have normal dorsal axes, lack eyes or have only very small eyes (Fig. 1E), and many also display more extensive anterior deficiencies. Lithium retards *Xenopus* gastrulation movements to result in incomplete involution and the corresponding incomplete induction of anterior structures (Regan and Steinhardt, 1988; Stewart and Gerhart, 1990). Retarded gastrulation cannot account for the embryos here that only exhibit eye deficits.
LiCl for 10 minutes at the indicated times, from the 2-cell stage to the late blastula, and allowed to develop at 28.5°C. Phenotypes were scored at 26 h and the % phenotype was calculated with respect to the total number of survivors within each group. The results were averaged from two separate experiments and represent more than 3000 embryos. Three categories of phenotypes were scored: normal development (- -); radialized and bustled defects ( – –); and eye-defects and anterior deficiencies (–(>)–). The midblastula transition (mbt) occurs around cleavage 11. Note that exposure after the late-blastula is generally lethal.

Fig. 2. Developmental phenotype versus time of LiCl exposure. Groups of at least 100 staged embryos were exposed to 0.3 M LiCl for 10 minutes at the indicated times, from the 2-cell stage to the late blastula, and allowed to develop at 28.5°C. Phenotypes were scored at 26 h and the % phenotype was calculated with respect to the total number of survivors within each group. The results were averaged from two separate experiments and represent more than 3000 embryos. Three categories of phenotypes were scored: normal development (- -); radialized and bustled defects ( – –); and eye-defects and anterior deficiencies (–(>)–). The midblastula transition (mbt) occurs around cleavage 11. Note that exposure after the late-blastula is generally lethal.

as CNS structures anterior to the eyes are present in these animals: while the optic vesicles bud off from the third ventricle, the first through third ventricles are clearly present in the anopthalmic embryo of Fig. 1G (compare with the Fig. 1F control embryo).

Fig. 2 shows that essentially all embryos treated between the 4th and the 11th cleavages exhibit bustled and radialized defects, and between the 11th cleavage through early gastrulation exhibit eye or head defects. Thus, LiCl teratogenesis undergoes two transitions. The first transition occurs at the 16-cell stage, when lithium sensitivity is first observed, to suggest that before this stage lithium cannot gain entry into the embryo, or the biochemical pathway perturbed by lithium is not yet present or is sequestered. The second transition occurs at the 2000-cell midblastula stage, when lithium no longer produces the bustled and radialized defects. This transition is not due to a loss of penetrance, as increased times of late LiCl exposure, which produce high rates of lethality, still do not effect the bustled or radialized defects. Lithium teratogenesis in Xenopus similarly shows these two transitions (Yamaguchi and Shinagawa, 1989). The results of Fig. 2 further indicate that lithium disrupts two distinct pathways, to produce severe pattern defects and anterior defects, respectively.

Hyper embryonic shield development in lithiumized embryos
The normal shield at 6 h appears as a local thickening and anterior swelling of the germ ring (Fig. 3A), which, due to cell convergence, contains more cells than adjacent regions. Similar shield morphologies are not seen in 6 h lithiumized gastrulae, which instead exhibit overly broad (Fig. 3B) and/or supernumerary (Fig. 3C) thickenings along their germ rings, with a limit form in which the shield looks fully radialized (Fig. 3D). In contrast, shields appear normal in embryos treated with lithium after the 2000-cell stage. Thus, by morphological criteria, excess shield material is generated in gastrula-stage embryos exposed to LiCl before the midblastula stage.

Hyper convergence-extension in lithiumized embryos
If lithium perturbs axis specification and produces excess organizer material, then both morphogenetic cell movements and the differentiation of specific tissues should be aberrant in lithiumized embryos. For example, since the shield organizes and is the focus of convergence-extension movements, these embryos should undergo excessive and radialized convergence-extension. Control 12.5 h embryos contain 7 to 8 pairs of somites bilaterally arranged over the center of the yolk and separated by the notochord (Fig. 3E); also, as convergence-extension within the tailbud has so far been limited, it has not yet begun to extend away from the yolk. In contrast, lithiumized 12.5 h embryos typically have a large cylindrical extension off their posterior surface, with the blastopore located at its terminus. These forms suggest that massive posteriorwards convergence-extension movements are occurring. Gastrulae with single broad shields produce segmented extensions (Fig. 3F), and develop the bustled phenotype; gastrulae with supernumerary and/or radialized shields yield extensions lacking obvious organization (Fig. 3G), and develop the radialized phenotype. Morphogenetic movements in these extreme forms might occur circumferentially towards the interior to produce a radially symmetric extension. Similar movements more anteriorwards could bisect the yolk into separate regions, as is seen in 26 h radialized embryos (Fig. 1C,D).

A second perturbation often exhibited by 12.5 h lithiumized embryos is the extrusion through the blastopore of part of the yolk, which then frequently becomes covered over by posteriorly extending tissue (Fig. 3H). These forms suggest that early lithium treatment can result in the inhibition of epiboly, with the blastopore failing to reach the vegetal pole and prematurely closing onto the yolk. These effects could be due to the radial buildup of excess cells undergoing convergence-extension movements within the germ ring.

Hyper-dorsal development in lithiumized embryos
The teleost organizer, which is localized to the embryonic shield, is thought to divide the hypoblast into axial and paraxial components. Involved cells near the shield are recruited to converge into the dorsal midline and form the axial lineage. These cells populate the chordamesoderm, which gives rise anteriorwards to the prechordal plate and posteriorwards to the notochord, and also probably the endoderm. In contrast, the more lateral hypoblast populates the paraxial lineage, which gives rise anteriorwards to the
head mesoderm and posteriorwards to the prospective somite muscle and the lateral mesoderm. This division of the hypoblast predicts that embryos with excess organizer should differentiate a surplus of axial, and a deficit of paraxial, mesoderm. Fig. 4 shows that lithiumized embryos manifest such hyper-dorsal development.

Axial mesoderm was assessed with MZ15, an antibody that stains the otic capsule and the notochord sheath, which in control embryos appears as a straight rod that begins just behind the ears and extends caudally to the end of the tail (Fig. 4A). In contrast, the bustled notochord is highly twisted (Fig. 4B), and appears to be relatively enlarged. More strikingly, radialized embryos exhibit many distinct notochords, which often spread over all sides of the embryos and constitute much of their cellular material. The radialized notochords can be quite extended, twisted and branched, and frequently terminate in a mass of stained tissue located in some specimens around the blastopore (Fig. 4C), and in others around the animal pole. These latter forms possibly reflect the extent that epiboly has gone to completion (see Fig. 9). Also, small independent segments of notochord are scattered throughout many radialized embryos, suggesting that notochord induction has occurred at several separate sites (Fig. 4D). Thus, early lithium exposure leads to the differentiation of excess notochord and supernumerary embryonic axes.

Paraxial mesoderm was assessed with F59, an antibody that stains the heart and the somites, which in control embryos appear as two bands of tissue, separated by the notochord and spinal cord, down the length of the trunk (Fig. 4E). The rostral boundaries of this tissue and the notochord are roughly coincident. Lithiumized embryos have a deficit of skeletal muscle. For example, the somite muscle in bustled embryos fails to extend to the anterior end of the notochord and is reduced in relative amount (Fig. 4F), and is seen at higher magnification to have aberrant myofibril organization. More strikingly, the amount of somite muscle in radialized embryos is severely reduced and many separate regions of staining are often observed (Fig. 4G,H). The embryo in Fig. 4H is sprinkled circumferentially with small patches of muscle, again suggesting that radialized embryos can have multiple embryonic axes.

Since induction and formation of the CNS occurs in conjunction with the dorsal axis, embryos with multiple axes should exhibit multiple sites of neurulation. Lithiumized embryos exhibit such supernumerary neural development. Using 4D9, which stains neural cells at the mesencephalon-rhombencephalon border (control embryo, Fig. 4I), the lithiumized embryos in Fig. 4J,K have several distinct foci of neural staining, while a complete ring of staining is observed for the embryo in Fig. 4L. The embryo in Fig. 4H is sprinkled circumferentially with small patches of muscle, again suggesting that radialized embryos can have multiple embryonic axes.

**Fig. 3.** Early lithium exposure leads to excess shield formation and aberrant morphogenesis. (A-D) Animal pole views of 6 h embryos. Arrowheads mark the location and presumptive direction of migration of regions of the germ ring having embryonic shield morphology. (A) Control embryo. The shield appears as an anterior thickening of the germ ring and occupies a 30° arc. (B) Lithiumized embryo, broadened shield. A single thickening at the germ ring subtends a 90° arc. (C) Lithiumized embryo, supernumerary shields. (D) Lithiumized embryo, radialized shield. (E-H) Lateral views of 12.5 h embryos. Anterior is to the left in each panel. The blastopore in each embryo is indicated by an arrowhead. (E) Control embryo. Seven somites have formed, and the tailbud, which is just caudal of the blastopore, has not yet extended off the yolk. (F) Lithiumized embryo. A large mass of segmented tissue extends posteriorly, with the blastopore located at its terminus. (G) Lithiumized embryo. The large posterior extension is unsegmented. (H) Lithiumized embryo. The blastopore has closed onto and bisected the yolk, and the extruded portion of the yolk is partially covered by posteriorly extending cellular material.

**Molecular characterization of zebrafish goosecoid**

The preceding results show that the zebrafish dorsal axis is specified by a pathway that functions at least 2.5 hours prior to the appearance of the shield. Since a critical component
of this pathway is lithium sensitive, and this sensitivity is limited to the period before the midblastula, a molecular transition must occur that converts dorsal axis information from a lithium-sensitive form in the cleavage-stage embryo into a lithium-insensitive form in the blastula. This transition could correspond to the localized activation of one or more genes that underlie shield formation. Since such genes might later be expressed in shield cells, the identification and characterization of a shield marker could lead to the elucidation of an 'organizer field'. To this end, we isolated and characterized zebrafish goosecoid cDNAs.

Fig. 5 shows the predicted protein sequence encoded by the zebrafish goosecoid gene aligned against the predicted protein sequences of the Xenopus and mouse genes. Two domains that roughly divide the protein in half, can be distinguished. The C-terminal region, which contains the homeodomain, is highly conserved, and the homeodomains are identical, except for a conservative Lys to Arg substitution. The conservation decreases in the N-terminal region and several gaps are required to maintain the alignments. Comparing the zebrafish to the Xenopus sequence gives an overall identity of 78%, not including conservative changes. The identity from the aminoterminus through residue 115 is 64%, and from residue 116 through the carboxyterminus...
is 90%. Since tetrapods and fish diverged about 400 million years ago (Carroll, 1988), this degree of conservation is striking.

Maternal and zygotic goosecoid transcription

Fig. 6 shows the developmental expression of zebrafish goosecoid. Three transcripts are observed: a minor 2.75 kb transcript, and major 1.4 kb and 1.3 kb transcripts. With longer exposure, a 2.4 kb and a 1.7 kb transcript are also seen. The relative amount of each of the five transcript species, with respect to the other species, appears roughly constant in all stages assessed for expression.

goosecoid is maternally expressed and the amount of the maternal transcripts is much greater in the oocyte versus the zygote. An increase in transcript levels is first observed at 4 h, which closely follows the midblastula transition and the start of epiboly; we have not examined time points between 3 h and 4 h, to determine when goosecoid is activated. The zygotic transcripts are maintained at roughly constant levels up through 10 h, the start of somitogenesis, and then decline such that they are no longer detected by 15 h. Also, transcripts are observed in adult females but not males. Thus, goosecoid expression is limited to oogenesis and early embryogenesis.

Zygotic goosecoid transcripts define a preshield domain

The spatial localization of maternal and zygotic goosecoid transcripts was assessed using whole-mount in situ hybridization at 1 hour intervals from oogenesis through neurogenesis (15 h). Prior to the midblastula, goosecoid transcripts are uniformly distributed in both oocytes and embryos: positive staining is observed throughout immature and mature oocytes but not in the associated follicle cells (not shown). Following fertilization, hybridization is limited to the blastoderm and all the blastomeres up through 3.5 h of development appear equally stained. Thus, maternal goosecoid transcripts are not spatially localized in the oocyte or embryo. The functional significance of these transcripts is unclear, especially as Xenopus goosecoid is not maternally expressed (Cho et al., 1991). We first detect localized goosecoid hybridization soon after the midblastula transition, at 4 h (Fig. 7A). Because this stage coincides with the initial increase in goosecoid transcript levels and closely follows the onset of transcription, the localized hybridization corresponds to zygotic transcripts. This hybridization first appears as a faint patch of stained cells that subtends an arc of 40° to 45° just within the blastoderm margin. Thus, molecular asymmetry exists in the zebrafish embryo at least 2 hours prior to the appear-

Fig. 6. Northern blot analysis of goosecoid expression in oocytes, staged embryos and LiCl-treated embryos. 4 µg samples of total RNA from zebrafish oocytes (mixed stages) and embryos of the indicated stages were fractionated on a 1% formaldehyde-agarose gel, transferred to a nylon membrane and probed with the entire 1.3 kb pZG10.3 cDNA insert. RNA concentrations were estimated from A260 measurements, and the 18S rRNA band intensities are shown at the bottom. Note that roughly three-fold less RNA was loaded in the 8 hour versus the adjacent lanes. Developmental stages correspond to hours post-fertilization except Ooc, 1c, 64c, and L6, which respectively correspond to oocytes (mixed stages), 1-cell embryos (15-30 minutes postfertilization), 64-cell embryos (2 hours postfertilization) and 6 h lithiumized embryos. Developmental landmarks and the sizes of the three major goosecoid transcripts are indicated at the top and left of the figure. Transcript sizes were calculated from the mobilities of RNA standards.
ance of the embryonic shield, the primary morphological asymmetry.

Soon after it is first detected, the intensity and extent of the localized hybridization, which is highest near the margin, increases to describe a 60° to 90° sector (Fig. 7B). The extent of this staining with respect to the animal pole varies from embryo to embryo, and is sporadic within the sector, and both deep and superficial cells initially express goosecoid. Two cell types populate the telosept blastoderm: the superficial enveloping layer cells, and the deep cells, which give rise to the embryo (Kimmel et al., 1990). At 5 h goosecoid hybridization is completely restricted to deep cells along the margin of the blastoderm within a 90° arc (Fig. 7C), and most cells within this domain are stained.

By 6 h, when the shield appears, the hybridization narrows to a 30°-40° arc that is limited by the boundaries of the nascent shield. This narrowing is likely due to the convergence of the most lateral goosecoid cells toward the center of the expression domain. Lateral observation of 6 h embryos indicates that the hybridization is localized to cells beneath the germ ring which appear to coincide with the leading edge of migration (not shown). Thus, goosecoid labels the cells that first involute and medially converge to generate the shield. Furthermore, as these cells are most likely descended from the goosecoid-expressing cells of the midblasta, goosecoid appears to mark an organizer-field that predicts the embryonic axis.

goosecoid marks the anterior shield and axial hypoblast

Following the onset of gastrulation, goosecoid expression is restricted to the hypoblast. At 8 h, the hybridization describes a medial-strip whose anterior border marks the leading edge of the shield as it narrows and extends toward the animal pole (Fig. 7E). This strip occupies a deep position in the embryo, beneath the epiblast, and over time its posterior limit narrows to a point. Significantly, staining is no longer observed at the margin by 8 h, and thus goosecoid only marks the anterior shield, which forms during early gastrulation. In contrast, the posterior shield continues to be built throughout gastrulation by the dorsal convergence of newly involuted cells near the margin. That goosecoid is restricted to the anterior shield suggests that most if not all of the goosecoid cells in the gastrula are descended from the cells that first express goosecoid in the blastula.

The leading edge of goosecoid hybridization reaches the animal pole between 8 h and 9 h, and by 10 h manifests the pattern seen in Fig. 7F. This pattern consists of the posterior V-shaped medial-strip and the anterior rostral-crescent, which coincides with the rostral and anterolateral boundaries of the embryo. The most intense hybridization occurs within the medial portion of the crescent and describes a broad swelling that appears to be partially folded back on itself at its dorsoposterior edge. Stained cells along the lateral edges of this structure are arranged into wing-like extensions just below the surface of the embryo, and goosecoid expression within these ‘wings’ appears to be somewhat variable and sporadic. Significantly, while the medial-strip cells are quite ventral to the crescent cells, the hybridization is completely contiguous between the two patterns, which are joined through the medial swelling of the crescent (see Fig. 10). This continuity suggests the two patterns belong to a single domain of goosecoid expression.

By 12 h, staining is largely absent from the midline and confined to cells scattered along the rostral and lateral borders of the embryo (Fig. 7G). As hybridization can no longer be detected after 13 h, the functional role of goosecoid is probably limited to early embryogenesis. Up through 9 h, the goosecoid cells belong to the axial hypoblast. While the lateral staining at 10 h and later could be assigned to the paraxial hypoblast based on position, we think it also corresponds to axial cells that have been laterally displaced. Thus, goosecoid expression is likely restricted to the anterior axial hypoblast. Since this expression disappears during early organogenesis, we cannot assign the fates of the goosecoid-expressing cells. Based on lineage studies (Kimmel et al., 1990; T. Schilling and C. Kimmel, personal communication), they should populate those tissues derived from the fish anterior axial hypoblast: the ‘polster’ (thought to be equivalent to the amphibian prechordal plate), the pharyngeal endoderm and the hatching gland. These cells should not populate head mesoderm, which is derived from paraxial tissue. Also, goosecoid is not expressed in prenotochord cells, since goosecoid and a probe that marks prospective notochord (R. Riggleman, personal communication) stain entirely non-overlapping domains in 8 h and 10 h embryos (not shown). In contrast, Xenopus notochord cells are reported to express goosecoid (Cho et al., 1991).

Elevated and radialized goosecoid expression in lithiumized embryos

By morphological and developmental criteria, lithiumized embryos develop excess organizer tissue and expanded and radialized shields. Thus, we would predict that, if goosecoid marks an organizer field that underlies the shield, then its expression should be elevated and broadened in these embryos. The right side of Fig. 6 shows that goosecoid transcripts are elevated in lithiumized versus control 6 h embryos. This increased expression coincides with goosecoid activation, and its initial distribution is highly aberrant: while lithiumized and control embryos exhibit indistinguishable patterns of hybridization up through the midblasta (not shown); at 4 h, when faint localized staining is first seen in control embryos, substantial staining occurs throughout most or all of the blastomeres in lithiumized embryos (compare Fig. 8A with Fig. 7A,B). Thus, early lithium treatment results in global activation of goosecoid. Following this activation, goosecoid expression becomes secondarily localized to the margin in lithiumized embryos. For example, although significant staining still occurs throughout the 5 h blastoderm (Fig. 8B), most of the hybridization is concentrated around the margin and, by 6 h, the staining is completely restricted to the margin (Fig. 8C,D).

The spatial distribution of goosecoid expression in 5 h and 6 h embryos molecularly demonstrates that premidblasta lithium exposure results in the expansion and radialization of the organizer field. For example, while the marginal staining describes a 90° arc in 5 h control embryos,
the entire circumference of the margin is stained in most 5 h lithiumized embryos. Furthermore, while the domain of goosecoid expression in 6 h controls encompasses a 30° arc at the germ ring, 6 h lithiumized embryos exhibit greatly broadened arcs of expression (Fig. 8D), and completely radIALIZED expression (Fig. 8C). These patterns, which correspond to the aberrant shield morphologies shown in Fig. 3, further demonstrate that lithium leads to broadened and radialized embryonic shields.

Lithiumized 8 h embryos exhibit a ring of goosecoid staining above the margin, demonstrating that goosecoid cells belong to the migrating hypoblast (Fig. 8E). By 10 h, the staining is much further anteriorwards and the normal rostral-crescent and medial-stripe patterns are not observed (Fig. 8F) and, by 12 h, the hybridization describes a large circular cap centered at the animal pole. These results show that although the processes that underlie the rostral-crescent and medial-stripe patterns are disrupted in radialized embryos, involution and hypoblast migration movements still occur.

Significant animal pole staining is observed at 14 h (Fig. 8G) and, by 18 h, hybridization is no longer detected; thus, as for control embryos, goosecoid turns off during organogenesis. That staining is still seen several hours after it has disappeared in the controls could reflect that the increased levels of transcripts take longer to clear, or that transcription is prolonged, in lithiumized embryos. Also, we suspect that the increased goosecoid expression is related to the high mortality of lithiumized embryos, since early retinoic acid treatment, which down-regulates goosecoid expression (not shown), significantly increases the survival of lithiumized embryos to 24 h.

Late-lithium treatment disrupts lateral goosecoid patterning
Analysis of goosecoid expression also gives insight into the eye defects and anterior truncations seen in ‘late-lithium’ (post-midblastula exposure) embryos. Up through 8 h, the levels and spatial distribution of goosecoid transcripts in these embryos are indistinguishable from control embryos.

Fig. 7. Spatial localization of goosecoid transcripts during embryogenesis. Developmental times are +/- 15 minutes. The blue staining corresponds to goosecoid hybridization. For A-D, the yolks were removed and the blastoderms were photographed in bright field. (A) Animal pole view of ‘early’ 4 h embryo. Expression is limited to a faint patch of cells. (B) Animal pole view of ‘late’ 4 h embryo. The expression domain has expanded to describe a 90° sector. (C) Animal pole view of 5 h embryo with staining limited to cells along the margin. Most cells within the expression domain exhibit staining by this stage. (D) Vegetal pole view of 6 h embryo. Hybridization is restricted to involuted cells within the shield. For E-G, the yolks were left intact, and the embryos were photographed in dark field. (E) Lateral and dorsal views of 8 h embryos. The arrows in the upper left embryo indicate the blastopore at the germ-ring/yolk margin. (F) Anterior and dorsal views of 10 h embryos. The blastopore has closed just ventral to the vegetal pole and the anterior edge of the hybridization is at the animal pole. The medial-stripe (ms) and rostral crescent (rc) patterns are indicated in the upper left embryo. The rostral crescent is seen to occupy a position superficial to that of the medial-stripe in the top embryo. Staining is sporadic in the lateral regions of the wing-like extensions of the rostral crescent. (G) Dorsal view of 12 h embryo, with sporadic staining along its anterolateral margins. Medial staining is no longer seen.
In contrast, at 10 h, while the rostral-crescent swelling and the medial-strip patterns are seen, the lateral-wings are reduced or fully absent (Fig. 8H). Since the cells within these wings occur in the regions that fail to differentiate normally, their absence might be responsible in part for the anterior defects.

Late-lithium exposure could mediate reduced anterolateral *goosecoid* expression either by inhibiting *goosecoid* transcription in ‘wing’ cells, but not in central rostral-crescent or medial-strip cells; or by disrupting cell movements that might direct the anterolateral accumulation of *goosecoid* cells. To this end, the medial swelling of the crescent projects further anteriorwards and appears to include more cells in 10 h late-lithium versus control embryos (compare Figs 8H and 7F). Furthermore, these embryos are somewhat elongated along their anteroposterior axes as compared to control embryos, suggesting they are undergoing aberrant morphogenetic movements.

**DISCUSSION**

**The zebrafish dorsal axis is specified during early development**

Our results demonstrate that dorsal cues are present and function in the zebrafish embryo several hours before shield formation, and suggest a rudimentary model of zebrafish axis formation (Fig. 9A). A primary molecular asymmetry in the cleavage-stage embryo, the dorsal determination center or dorsal signal, induces a dorsal fate in overlying blastomeres. These cells express organizer genes at the mid-embryonic shield, and establish a domain within the embryo that organizes the formation and primary patterning of the embryonic axis. During gastrulation, this domain promotes and acts as a focus of mediolateral convergence-extension movements in the epiblast and hypoblast, to build the embryonic shield and axis; it segregates the axial and paraxial mesoderm, which respectively give rise to the prechordal...
plate and head mesoderm anteriorly, and to the notochord and somites posteriorly. That this model resembles the *Xenopus* dorsal pathway suggests that analogous mechanisms mediate teleost and amphibian axis specification.

Our working hypothesis is that the fish dorsal signal is equivalent to the amphibian Nieuwkoop center, which is generated via the cortical rotation (Vincent and Gerhart, 1987; Houliston and Elinson, 1991) and localized to dorsal vegetal blastomeres (Nieuwkoop, 1973; Gimlich and Gerhart, 1984; Smith and Harland, 1991). Preliminary clues suggest that the fish dorsal signal might also be established and localized in the early embryo. For example, UV irradiation of fertilized one-cell zebrafish, while not disruptive to epiboly or involution, produces embryos that are deficient in or lack dorsal axial structures (D. Kane, personal communication; Stachel, unpublished results). Thus, as in the frog embryo, a microtubule-mediated event during the first cleavage might promote the generation of an asymmetry essential for zebrafish axis determination.

The fish embryo has no obvious cellular equivalent of vegetal blastomeres and, indeed, blastomere extirpation experiments have shown that there is no dorsal determination center in the early blastoderm (Morgan, 1895; Hoadley, 1928). This center might instead be localized to the yolk cell. For example, while a late cleavage-stage blastoderm separated from its yolk develops axial structures, a similarly isolated early cleavage-stage blastoderm, while continuing to divide, fails to differentiate further (Oppenheimer, 1936a; Kostamarova, 1968). Also, the early blastoderm can be rescued by transplanting it onto a cleavage-stage yolk; in contrast, an early blastoderm transplanted onto a gastrula yolk fails to differentiate, even though it undergoes epiboly and involution (Devillers, 1952). These results suggest that the early yolk contains an essential morphogenetic factor, which could correspond to the dorsal determination center of Fig. 9.

**Action of lithium teratogenesis**

Lithium is thought to dorsalize *Xenopus* development by increasing the effective range of the Nieuwkoop center signal. This effect, which appears to be mediated via the inhibitory action of lithium on the PI cycle (Busa and Gimlich, 1989), can result in the induction of dorsal mesoderm throughout the entire marginal zone (Kao and Elinson, 1989). Lithium could similarly dorsalize zebrafish development, and we propose in Fig. 9B and C that lithium causes blastomeres beyond the normal range of the dorsal signal to take on a dorsal fate. If this effect is limited to cells adjoining the normal range of the signal, a broadened organizer field is produced, while a radialized field is generated if cells throughout the blastoderm are dorsalized. The increased organizer tissue leads to excess convergence-
extension, and an excess of axial and a deficit of paraxial mesoderm. Gastrulae with a single broadened organizer develop an expanded and twisted notochord, and gastrulae with a radialized organizer form several foci of convergence-extension, and thus, multiple dorsal axes. If these latter embryos complete epiboly, the supernumerary notochords fuse caudally into a mass of tissue at the blastopore and project upwards; if epiboly is incomplete, the notochords fuse rostrally at the animal pole and project downwards.

Lithium could promote blastomeres to a dorsal fate by mimicking the action of the dorsal signal in them, or by sensitizing them to respond to normally subthreshold levels of signal. We favor this second alternative since goosecoid expression in lithiumized embryos often first appears as a gradient across the blastoderm; and shorter and longer times of lithium exposure respectively yield broadened and radialized shields, as if the range of the dorsal signal increases with increased perturbation.

The defective forms produced by lithium also provide new insights into zebrafish morphogenesis. For example, the constriction of the blastopore onto the yolk cell observed in epiboly-deficient embryos suggests that epiboly and blastopore closure might be driven by constriction hoops located at the blastopore, as occurs in Xenopus (Keller et al., 1992). Also, the massive posterior extensions that form in lithiumized embryos suggest that convergence-extension movements can occur independently of normal underlying substratum, and thus might be driven by autonomous forces, as found in Xenopus and other anuran, but not in urodèle, gastrulae (Keller et al., 1985; Shi et al., 1987).

**goosecoid expression**

The pattern of goosecoid expression in normal and perturbed embryos is characteristic of a gene that might function in the establishment and maintenance of the organizer. goosecoid expression is locally activated at or just after the midblastula, marks the cells that first involute and converge to build the nascent shield, is restricted to the anterior axial hypoblast throughout gastrulation, is globally activated and radialized in embryos that develop radialized shields, and is reduced by perturbations that limit shield formation and yield ventralized embryos. Transplantation experiments have led to the proposal that the anterior and posterior regions of the shield express distinct ‘head’ and ‘trunk’ organizer functions (Eakin, 1939; Oppenheimer, 1955). The anterior localization of goosecoid transcripts suggests that zebrafish goosecoid might be specifically associated with the head organizer, as has been proposed for Xenopus goosecoid (Cho et al., 1991).

While zygotic goosecoid transcripts are first localized to a patch that extends from the margin towards the animal pole, by the late-blastula goosecoid expression is restricted to the margin. This phenomenon, which is particularly apparent in lithiumized embryos, could be produced by a downward migration and aggregation of goosecoid cells. Alternatively, this secondary localization could be due to goosecoid being regulated by two signals - the dorsal signal, which first activates expression, and a second signal localized around the margin, which is essential for the mainte-

![Fig. 10. Model of hypoblast cell movements that generate the rostral crescent. An animal pole view of the hypoblast is diagrammed. The black arrows represent the anterior axial cells, which express goosecoid; the anterior and posterior regions of this pattern respectively correspond to the rostral crescent and medial strip, and the arrowheads represent the medial swelling and lateral wings of the crescent.](image)

**nance of expression. Our results would suggest that lithium perturbs the dorsal but not the marginal signal. To distinguish between these models, we are pursuing methods to label and follow goosecoid cells in living embryos.**

**goosecoid expression** in the late gastrula describes a complex pattern of the rostral crescent and medial strip (Fig. 10). The crescent is dorsal to the strip, which is completely anterior to and in the plane of the notochord. That goosecoid expression is continuous between the crescent and strip suggests that they belong to a single cell population and our working hypothesis is that the crescent is produced by the directed rearrangement of cells within the anterior portion of the medial strip (Fig. 10). In fish gastrulation, cells involute from around the entire blastoderm and migrate toward the animal pole. As dorsal, lateral and ventral cells give rise to distinct tissues, they should not intermix. To achieve this, cells of each population could have a higher affinity for each other than for other cells. To this end, Trinkaus et al. (1992) have shown that dorsal hypoblast cells in the Fundulus gastrula migrate in monolayer clusters maintained by adhesive contacts and movement of these clusters is contact inhibited. Thus, instead of intercalating with lateral and ventral hypoblast at the animal pole, anterior dorsal axial cells could actively be deflected caudally and laterally to generate the rostral crescent. That this pattern is uniform from embryo to embryo suggests that such cellular interactions might play a significant role in anterior morphogenesis.
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